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THE GLOBAL PICTURE

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of strategic importance and a key driver of economic development. It can 
bring solutions to many societal challenges from treating diseases to minimizing the environmental impact of farming.

( excerpt from A European approach to Artificial intelligence, basically a de facto European Union AI policy manifesto ) .

US is leading the AI race so far by having a better access to 
talent, research, development, hardware (AI chips / computing 
power) and investments;

China is the main contender, continuing to close the gap with 
US, with strategic strengths in access to data and a large 
adoption of AI across many strata of the society;

European Union is lagging behind, yet it takes decisive steps 
to assert itself as a main player in the arena. Notable 
weaknesses in access to data and technology transfer.

( based on Who Is Winning the AI Race: China, the EU or the United States? report,
courtesy Center  for Data Innovation )
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https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-approach-artificial-intelligence
https://datainnovation.org/2019/08/who-is-winning-the-ai-race-china-the-eu-or-the-united-states/
https://datainnovation.org/
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THE EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE

Ecosystem of excellence 

This is conceived along the entire value chain starting 
in research and innovation with the right incentives to 
adopt solutions based on Artificial Intelligence by the 
European SMEs.

The European Union Artificial Intelligence policy is built upon two pillars:

Ecosystem of  trust

This is created along the concept of Human Centric 
Artificial Intelligence focused on giving the citizens 
the confidence to welcome artificial intelligence and 
gives the companies a legal certainty to innovate.

According to a survey and position paper from Digital SME Alliance we identified that access to 
data and financing are the main perceived challenges for European SMEs. Closely, access to 
talent remains another important challenge.
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CHALLENGE: ACCESS TO DATA

CHALLENGES

EU digitalization process was slower compared to US 
and China – therefore the volume, quality and variety 
of data is lower;

Big Data Platforms (such as those associated with 
social networks) are very protective on their data, 
setting high barriers for accessing it;

European Union does not have yet global digital 
solutions/platforms to create the virtuous circle of 
data->quality->usage->data. In other words, in the 
current setup European Union AI lag will increase. 

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

By 2025 it is expected that 80% of the expected 175 
zettabytes will reside locally on edge networks of 
factories, cities, hospitals ... . Current big data 
platforms will stop being highly relevant;

European Union is creating European Data Spaces in 
order to boost the activity of researchers and 
companies - thus levelling the game on data field;

There are other initiatives that ensure the support for 
data altruism – so that altruistic data sharing can 
create valuable data for European SMEs.

The SMEs should focus on supplying AI services and solutions for industrial applications benefitting from data stored on 
European companies edge networks and public data spaces (thus decreasing the dependence on non-EU data providers).

Data is the main ingredient in building valuable AI solutions, yet European SMEs lack means to access data
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CHALLENGE: ACCESS TO FINANCING

CHALLENGES

Venture capital has the lowest financial presence in EU 
(compared to US and CN) and also the lowest venture 
capital funding per AI worker;

Accessing EU funds is a complex and lengthy process, 
many AI startups preferring to orient to private or 
venture capital funding - thus available EU funding 
remaining underused;

Especially in Eastern Europe the complexity of 
financing mechanisms is very low, access to financing 
or re-financing being relatively difficult.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

The InvestEU programme plans to trigger $650 billion 
in investments in order to ensure (among others) long 
term sustainability for digitalization;

The E-DIH organizations have also the responsibility to 
connect AI companies with consumers and also to 
ensure the convergence of the investment streams;

European Union intends to create public-private 
partnerships in order to ensure co-development and 
co-investment in the area of Artificial Intelligence.

The EU financing programmes are aimed to increase the funding available to AI companies and boost the overall EU 
competiveness in the AI area. Still, many European AI startups are undervalued and an attractive target for venture capitals.

EU has the lowest AI venture capital funding in nominal value (EU $2.8 BIL vs. CN $13.5 BIL vs. US $16.9 BIL) 
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CHALLENGE: ACCESS TO TALENT

CHALLENGES

Most of the top talent is still located in US (most of the 
top quality research papers are coming from US 
universities for now, highest volume from China);

The technology transfer processes are not effective, 
there is a significant gap between knowledge 
accumulated in universities and knowledge available to 
the companies on the market;

The dissemination of AI concepts at the public level is 
still low, educational offer on AI domain being still 
limited in volume and depth.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

EU is ramping up educational programs, updating the 
Skills Agenda so that relevant curricula are created to 
support Digital Transformation and implicitly AI;

The introduction of E-DIH structures will ensure the 
diffusion of AI knowledge at the society level, so that 
SMEs can orient better in the AI landscape. Each state 
will have at least one E-DIH focused on AI;

European Union plans to establish a network of AI 
centers of excellence for increasing the chance to 
attract international talent.

There is no short term solution for access to talent challenge in Europe. It will take years to ramp up a talented AI 
workforce; this can be alleviated by the democratization of AI, the interaction with E-DIHs and outsourcing. 

AI is still relying on human talent, in 2019 German firms spent an average of six months hunting to fill each tech position
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CONCLUSIONS

Europe takes steps to close the gap with US/CHINA and plans to assert itself as the dominant player in the AI arena.

Focus on capitalization of the second data wave (based on 
IOT / Edge Networks data) and plan business models for 
healthcare, manufacturing and automotive players (highest 
sectorial increases in Digitalization/AI spending during COVID 
crisis);

Take advantage of the InvestEU programme as it will ensure 
financing for Digitalization and AI. Many organization are 
undergoing Digital Transformation processes and willing to 
invest into increasing their competitiveness. 
(Eastern) EU AI startups are still undervalued – thus attractive 
opportunities for investment. 

Diversify your business model by addressing lower skill 
services (highly underrated yet highly lucrative) such as data 
collection, manipulation and annotation. Meantime, even if 
talent remains a scarce commodity - AI will undergo under a 
democratization process anyway. 

Organizational Approach Top Others

Entire organization consistently adheres to the execution processes 
identified as essential to capturing value from AI 57% 17%

Feel comfortable taking risks with AI-related investment decisions 65% 31%

Use advanced processes (eg, data operations, microservices) to 
deploy AI 57% 23%

Generate synthetic data to train AI models when there are 
insufficient natural data sets 49% 16%

Have standard tool frameworks and development processes in place 
for developing AI models 51% 19%

Understand how frequently AI models need to be updated, and 
refresh them based on clearly defined criteria 45% 15%

Rapidly integrate internal structured data to use in AI initiatives 56% 28%

Use automated tools to produce and test AI models 48% 20%

Have a clear framework for AI governance that covers all steps of
the model-development process and manages AI-related risks 42% 14%

Key differences between top performers and others (largest gaps)

Recipe for success: a combination of strong leadership and a competitive AI 
best practices differentiates top performers from the other players.

( based on data from the report The state of AI in 2020, courtesy McKinsey & Company )

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business Functions/McKinsey Analytics/Our Insights/Global survey The state of AI in 2020/Global-survey-The-state-of-AI-in-2020.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights
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THANK YOU!


